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1. Acceptance of Terms

By accessing or using the Be Geometrik mobile application (referred to as the "App"), you agree to be
bound by these Terms and Conditions. If you do not agree to these Terms and Conditions, please do
not use the App.

2. Definitions

Be Geometrik: Refers to Be Geometrik, a company based in the United Kingdom that provides the Be
Geometrik mobile application.

User: Refers to individuals who download and use the Be Geometrik App.

Businesses: Refers to restaurants, bars, and other establishments listed on the Be Geometrik App.

3. Description of Be Geometrik

Be Geometrik is a mobile application that connects users with businesses such as restaurants and
bars in one platform. Users can connect with friends by sharing their location to find each other and
discover nearby places to go. Be Geometrik provides information on promotions, deals, and real-time
updates for users.

4. User Obligations

Users are responsible for their use of the Be Geometrik App and agree not to:

Violate any applicable laws or regulations.
Share false or misleading information.
Interfere with the operation of the App.
Infringe on the rights of others.
5. Business Listings

For businesses listed on Be Geometrik, the initial use of the App may not involve charges. However,
Be Geometrik reserves the right to introduce charges for businesses in the future, which will be
communicated on a case-by-case basis. Be Geometrik may also offer subscription plans to
businesses on a monthly basis. In the event of subscription cancellation, businesses retain the right to
use the service for the remaining paid period. Be Geometrik is not responsible for the accuracy of
information provided by businesses on the App, including addresses, photos, websites, and other
details.

6. Governing Law

This Agreement and any non-contractual obligations arising from it are governed by the laws of
England and Wales. Any disputes related to this Agreement will be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the courts of England.

7. Miscellaneous



7.1. Assignment: Be Geometrik may assign this Agreement or any of its rights and obligations without
user consent. Users may not assign or transfer this Agreement without Be Geometrik's express
written consent.

7.2. Severability: If any provision of this Agreement is found to be invalid or unenforceable, the
remaining provisions will remain in full force, and a valid provision will replace the invalid one to
maintain the original intent of the Agreement.

7.3. Remedies: No right or remedy conferred upon or reserved by any party under this Agreement is
exclusive of any other right or remedy under this Agreement or applicable laws.

7.4. Waiver: No failure or delay in exercising any right or remedy under this Agreement shall operate
as a waiver, and any waiver must be in writing.

7.5. Relationship: The relationship between users and Be Geometrik is that of independent
contractors, and nothing in this Agreement creates any other relationship.

7.6. No Storage: Be Geometrik does not provide data storage services, and users are responsible for
maintaining and backing up their data.

7.7. Notices: Be Geometrik may send notices via email, the App, regular mail, or postings on the App.
Users should send notices to contact@begeometrik.com.

7.8. No Third-Party Beneficiaries: Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, no third party has
the right to enforce any provisions of this Agreement.

7.9. Force Majeure: Be Geometrik is not responsible for any failure to perform obligations due to
circumstances beyond its control.

7.10. Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts.

7.11. Distributor Requirements and Usage Rules: If you download the App from a distributor like
Apple, additional terms and conditions may apply.

Please note that these are general terms and conditions and may need to be customized further
based on the specific features and functionalities of the Be Geometrik App. It's recommended to
consult with a legal professional to ensure full compliance with all applicable laws and regulations.


